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Cover image and above: Dancer Kyle Page participated in the Arctic Circle Expedition, Svalbard Archipelago,
Norway and undertook professional development with Carte Blanche,The National Company of
Contemporary Dance; Bergen, Norway 13 June–10 July 2015. Photography by Amber Haines

HELLO

Established in
1993 with a remit
to encourage
the diversity and
excellence of
emerging Australian
artists, the Cultural
Trust has assisted
the professional
development of over
1,400 individuals
through grants
totalling more than
$6.5 million.
Sir Ian Potter

The Cultural Trust’s grants afford talented
artists the opportunity to travel overseas,
meeting with and learning from their peers,
participating in competitions, showcasing
their talent and undertaking research,
study and training.
The Cultural Trust funds nationally, from
visual to performing arts and music to
literature, spanning traditional art forms
through to experimental mediums.
In addition to professional development
grants for individual artists, the Trust runs
a program of major arts commissions in
sculpture, music (composition) and currently,
moving image.

Funding Principles

•

T he Trust’s funding is governed by a
commitment to excellence. We support
individuals who are passionate about
their work and have the potential
to be outstanding in their field in an
international context.

•

T he Trust seeks to encourage diversity,
distinction and opportunity for emerging
artists in Australia.

Who do we support?

•

T he Trust assists emerging or
early-career artists.

•

 e support applicants who can
W
demonstrate both initiative and
exceptional talent together with an ability
to convert their ambitions to reality.

Moving Image Artist, Daniel Crooks.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Trustees
& S t a ff
The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust continues to play
a unique and important
role in the Australian
arts landscape, providing
individual artists with
‘just the right amount
of support at just the
right time’, as Lady
Potter says.

Board of Trustees
Mr Charles B Goode AC (Chairman)
Professor Geoffrey Blainey AC
(retired August 2014)
Mr Anthony Burgess
The Hon Susan Crennan AC, QC
(appointed April 2015)
Mr Leon Davis AO
The Hon Sir Daryl Dawson AC, KBE, CB
The Hon Sir James Gobbo AC, CVO, QC
Professor Thomas Healy AO
Dr Thomas Hurley AO, OBE
(retired October 2014)
Professor Richard Larkins AO
Mr Allan Myers AO, QC
Lady Potter AC, OMRI
Dr P John Rose AO
(retired January 2015)
Professor Graeme Ryan AC
Professor Brian Schmidt AC
(appointed August 2015)

Welcome to three new Trustees,
The Hon. Susan Crennan AC, QC,
Prof Richard Larkins AO and
Prof Brian Schmidt AC.
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New logo of The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust, introduced June 2015.

Staff
Chief Executive Officer
Janet Hirst
Administration Manager
Gail Lewry
Administration Assistant
Sue Wilkinson
Reception and Personal
Assistant to the Chief
Executive Officer
Helen Atkinson
Finance Manager
Sally Cliff

Senior Manager –
Communications
Avalee Weir
Digital Communications
Officer
Sara Hearn
Program Managers
Claire Rimmer (until December 2014)
Louise Arkles
Program Officer
Cecilia Gason

(Above) The staff of The Ian Potter Cultural
Trust. Left to right: Cecilia Gason, Gail Lewry,
Helen Atkinson (seated), Sara Hearn, Louise
Arkles (seated),Avalee Weir, Janet Hirst.
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Chairman’s
report
The Ian Potter Cultural Trust continues to play a
unique and important role in the Australian arts
landscape, providing individual artists with ‘just the
right amount of support at just the right time’,
as Lady Potter says.
To make the difficult decisions about which
applicants do and don’t receive a grant,
the Trust draws on the advice of external
reviewers. These experts work closely with
our program manager to review applications
before they are considered by the Board
of Trustees. With the ever-growing range
of art forms, and the great diversity of
opportunities available, this is a dynamic
and challenging task, compounded by the
increasing number of applications we are
receiving each year. Grants now surpass
$600,000 a year.
We evaluate the reports that come in when
these artists return from their experiences,
to assess the benefits to the artist’s career
and their likely contribution to the sector
in the future. This year we ran a survey of
past recipients that found that a gratifying
96 per cent were still working in the arts.
When asked how important their travel grant
experience was to their future practice, the
average response was 4.6 out of 5.
Further confirmation of the value of these
grants is found in the stories of our grantee
artists. Artists such as those featured in this
report, including theatre actor Alexandra
Scott–Kennedy, whose experience working
with SITI Company, a contemporary
theatre company in New York City led to
an invitation to join their board of directors
and film-maker Shelly Lauman, who was
able to finish the final semester of study
in her Master’s degree in Fine Arts - Film
Directing, at the prestigious American Film
Institute and is now working on her first
feature film.
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This year has been a time of significant
change for the Trust with the retirement of
three Trustees, and the appointment of two
new ones, as well as the resignations of our
CEO Janet Hirst and program manager,
Claire Rimmer.
I wish to thank Dr Thomas Hurley AO, OBE,
Professor Geoffrey Blainey AC and
Dr P. John Rose AO for their commitment
to the values and principles of the Cultural
Trust over many years, and their contribution
to ensuring the Trust delivers on its objective
of fostering artistic excellence.
We are delighted welcome two new Trustees.
Former High Court Judge, The Hon Susan
Crennan AC, QC was appointed in April,
bringing a wealth of knowledge, and a deep
interest in our society and the Arts, and
Nobel Laureate Professor Brian Schmidt AC
was appointed in August 2015.
At the end of 2015, we will farewell Janet
Hirst who leaves the Cultural Trust after 10
years as Chief Executive Officer. In that
time, hundreds of talented artists have joined
the Trust and shared in $4.7 million in grants.
Janet leaves the Trust more professional,
efficient and more connected with our
grantees. In recent years we have moved
our application and reporting processes
online, and our new website and social media
presence help to ensure we keep in touch
wherever in the world our grantees may be.

Janet Hirst has taken a keen
interest in the progress of the
artists we support and has been
a wonderful representative and
leader of the Cultural Trust.
C H A R L ES G OO D E

Since the 20th Anniversary celebrations in
2013, we have reconnected with many past
grantees, and in 2016 we plan to introduce
a dedicated Cultural Trust e-newsletter
with the aim of furthering the sense of
community that Janet has helped to develop
among our recipients.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I
sincerely thank Janet for her leadership
over the last decade and wish her well. She
has taken a keen interest in the progress
of the artists we support and has been a
wonderful representative and leader of the
Cultural Trust.
I would also like to acknowledge the
contribution of Claire Rimmer, who
left the Trust in December 2014.

I welcome our new Program Manager Louise
Arkles, who joined the Trust in February
2015 and thank all the staff for their
dedicated and professional work throughout
2014–15. Mr Craig Connelly will assume
the role of Chief Executive Officer in
December 2015. We warmly welcome
Craig and look forward to him furthering
the Trust’s contribution to the Arts.
Charles Goode AC

This year we ran a survey of past recipients that
found that a gratifying 96 per cent were still
working in the arts. When asked how important
their travel grant experience was to their future
practice, the average response was 4.6 out of 5.

Cultural Trust grantees mingle at an
event to celebrate the Trust’s 20th
Anniversary in 2013.
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C EO ’ s
Report
This year, 91 talented emerging artists were supported by the Trust with
grants amounting to $679,000.We continue to see increasing diversity in
the art forms the Trust supports and an extraordinary array of projects
undertaken in countries around the globe.
Ten years ago the geographical base of
applicants was disproportionate, with the
majority of applications coming from
Victoria. We have actively encouraged
outstanding artists from every state and
territory to apply to the Trust, and today
we see individuals from across Australia
applying, with 39 per cent from Victoria
and 30 per cent from NSW.
We have just launched a new mobileresponsive website for the Cultural Trust,
which features beautiful images from the
works of our grantees, and offers visitors
to the site a more streamlined and intuitive
experience. Grant seekers and people
interested in the work of the Trust, can now
access our grants database listing all the
grants made by the Trust over the past 22
years, read our news blog and be inspired by
the case studies of some of our grantees.
This is my last annual report as I am leaving
the Cultural Trust after 10 years as CEO.
Looking back over the decade, there have
been so many highlights, particularly the
20th anniversary celebrations in 2013, but
most rewarding of all has been watching
the careers of our grantee artists grow and
flourish as a result of their international
experience.
In my time here we welcomed 800
grantees to the Cultural Trust ‘family’ and
I believe each one of them has brought
home knowledge and skills that has a
ripple effect across the arts community.
Efterpi Soropos is a good example. She
had an established career in theatre lighting
design, however was very interested in how
art programs in hospitals impact on the
wellbeing of patients. In 2007 she received
a grant to go to the UK to observe how
such programs become integrated in the
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hospital system, particularly palliative care.
Similarly, the Trust supported legally blind
photographer Andrew Follows to travel to
the UK with his guide dog Eamon, so he
could undertake a residency and deliver
workshops in Scotland with legally blind
artist Rosita McKenzie.
In 2009, we gave The Ian Potter Music
Commissions a grand finale after 10
years in which 23 composers were
awarded $500,000 over the decade.
The Music Commissions fostered the
composition of new Australian music and
facilitated performance of the works. We
were privileged to have the support of
extraordinarily talented judges including
recorder virtuoso Genevieve Lacey,
composer Elena Kats-Chernin (also winner
of a commission in 2003), conductor
Nicolette Fraillon and Professor Barry
Tuckwell. The recipients of the Music
Commissions include Gordon Kerry, Iain
Grandage, Damian Barbeler and Liza Lim.
Damien Barbeler summed up the benefits
of receiving a commission saying, ‘Through
the Fellowship I’ve had the means, time
and self-belief (born of being awarded the
Fellowship) to dramatically increase my
creative endeavour and critical standards.’
In 2012, we launched the Ian Potter Moving
Image Commission, a collaboration with the
Australian Centre for the Moving Image, for
the commissioning of new contemporary
moving image art by Australian artists.
Our inaugural recipient, Angelica Mesiti
produced a beautiful and haunting work
entitled The Calling which was exhibited at
ACMI in 2014. Daniel Crooks has since
been awarded the second commission for
his work Phantom Ride which will premiere at
ACMI in February 2016. I will look forward

to seeing the works that emerge from
future commissions, and the legacy to
moving image art that will come from the
ten-year program.
On rare occasions, outstanding artists
receive a second grant from the Trust. Kyle
Page, whose photograph is featured on
the cover of this report, received a grant
in 2012 and another in 2015 to undertake
professional development in his chosen field
of contemporary dance. The grants enabled
Kyle to travel to Tokyo for a residency, and
in 2015 to participate in the Arctic Circle
Expedition, Svalbard Archipelago, Norway,
and to study with the National Company
of Contemporary Dance in Norway. Kyle
was one of six artists chosen by the Trust
to have an image of his work on the special
set of anniversary postcards to help us
celebrate the first twenty years of the Trust’s
journey. Another outstandingly talented and
motivated dancer, Amber Haines, who has
received three grants from the Trust, also
participated in the Arctic Circle Expedition
and studied with the National Company of
Contemporary Dance in Norway.
We have learned that Cultural Trust grants
play a critical role in the professional
development of the artists we support,
in the progression of their careers and
importantly in their self-belief.
This was apparent in a survey of Cultural
Trust grantees we conducted this year.
We asked about their current professional
engagement, their artistic achievements,
and the impact of the Cultural Trust grant.
The majority of respondents are currently
professionally engaged in the arts, and
they reported that the most valuable
outcomes of their Cultural Trust grant
was the knowledge they gained about

In my time here we welcomed
800 grantees to the Cultural Trust
‘family’ and I believe each one of
them has brought home knowledge
and skills that has a ripple effect
across the arts community.
J A N ET H IRST

their artistic practice, the networking
and connections made and having the
award on their CV. Notably, 40 per cent
acknowledged the importance of sharing
the knowledge gained during their Cultural
Trust-supported experience, and many
have made a valuable contribution to the
Australian arts sector.
I would like to acknowledge Lady Potter for
all that she does for the Trust, and to thank
the judges of our Moving Image Commission
and our external expert reviewers. I thank
all the Trust staff for their dedication and
professionalism and warmly welcome our
new program manager, Louise Arkles, who
joined us in February 2015.

The Cultural Trust now has an amazing
alumni of over 1,400 artists who have
travelled to over 100 countries. I have no
doubt that our ever expanding alumni will
continue to read like a Who’s Who of the
arts sector in Australia.
I will watch with great interest as the
Trust continues to support artists who
are passionate about their work, who
want to bring back to Australia new ideas
and skills and who have the potential
to be outstanding in their field in an
international context.

TEN YEARS
800 grants

$4.7m

Janet Hirst

My special thanks go to the Trust’s previous
Program Manager, Claire Rimmer, who was
passionate about the Cultural Trust and the
artists it supports. After six years managing
the Trust Claire has returned to the UK with
her partner Jon and baby daughter, Matilda.

An enduring legacy: Janet Hirst
with the 2009 Music Commission
fellows, Iain Grandage (left) and
Gordon Kerry.
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F A C TS A N D
F I G URES
Grantees by Practice Area
1% Community Arts

32% Music

13% Dance

22% Performing
		 Arts

4% Design

22% Visual Arts

4% Media

Countries visited by Grantees
23 countries visited

grants
approved
2014–15

91

VALUE OF
GRANTS

$679k*
*Includes Moving Image Commission
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Australia	

1

The Netherlands

5

Austria	

6

Norway

4

Belgium

1

Russia	

2

Canada	

1

South Korea	

4

China	

2

Spain

1

France

9

Sweden

1

Finland

4

Switzerland

2

Germany

6

Taiwan

1

Greece

1

Turkey

1

Iceland

1

United Kingdom

18

Italy

5

USA

27

Japan

2

Arts
Commission
Program
‘We are delighted that
Daniel is the winning
candidate as we have
been keeping an eye
on his work since he
was awarded a grant
through the Cultural
Trust to undertake a
visual arts residency at
the Rijksakademie in
Amsterdam in 2004.’
Lady Potter

Moving Image Commission
The second $100,000 commission in the ten-year Ian Potter Moving Image Commission
for new works by mid-career Australian artists, was awarded to celebrated Melbourne-based
video artist Daniel Crooks.
Daniel was awarded the prize in December 2014, selected from a field of impressive
candidates vying for the prestigious visual art prize which is run as a partnership by the
Cultural Trust and the Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI).
In announcing Daniel as the winner, the judges praised the exceptional standard and
creativity of the submissions, which they said was a compelling reflection of the diversity
and strength of Australian moving image culture.
At the time, Tony Sweeney, then CEO of ACMI and chair of the judging panel for the
2014 commission, commented, ‘The commissioning and exhibition of these new works
both challenges and strengthens artistic practice, and allows us to support and celebrate
remarkable Australian artists and their work in a global creative context. Competition for
the commission was fierce and Daniel’s concept represents a fascinating extension of his
interest in discontinuous spaces, vanishing points and a sense of the endless cinema dolly
track seeking to replicate a kind of alternative reality: opening doors between worlds.’
Daniel, who had also received a Cultural Trust grant in 2004, has exhibited his work
throughout Australia and internationally since 1998. His early video works were collages of
thin slices of moving image, progressing through time and refracting temporal geometry. This
methodology of stretching and compressing time, creating the impression of delving through,
as well as across time, has provided a framework and a line of enquiry for his work since.
Daniel said he was thrilled and honoured to learn that he was the winning recipient. ‘I’m
really excited and incredibly grateful for the opportunity to develop a project of this scale
and ambition. It’s hard to overstate the impact the commission will have, both on this
project and on my wider practice.’
According to Lady Potter, the decision to award the second commission to Daniel represents
an exciting progression for the series after a haunting and beautiful inaugural work by Angelica
Mesiti in 2012.
‘We are delighted that Daniel is the winning candidate as we have been keeping an eye on
his work since he was awarded a grant through the Cultural Trust to undertake a visual arts
residency at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam in 2004. He is very clever, and his new work
promises to take his career to the next level.’
Daniel is already well progressed with the development of the work, which will premiere
at ACMI in February 2016.

Daniel Crooks, Static No. 16, 2010.
Photo courtesy of the artist and
Anna Schwartz Gallery.
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SPOT L I G H T
On . . .
In 2014–15, the
Cultural Trust
supported 91 artists
who travelled to 23
countries to take
up some amazing
opportunities and
expand the horizons
of their professional
development.
Here are just a few
of their stories…

Design

Talisa Trantino
$6,500
Couture Techniques fashion program at
The Paris American Academy, France.
5 – 30 September 2014
Undertaking this intensive haute couture
techniques course in Paris gave talented
aspiring designer Talisa Trantino valuable
insight into a specialised and highly exclusive
area of fashion. This was a rare opportunity
to become immersed in the traditional
techniques of couture and to understand
the French design mentality, something
Talisa reports is starkly different from that in
Australia. Talisa spent time with Pierre Tritz,
milliner for Jean Paul Gaultier, and observed

This was a rare
opportunity to become
immersed in the
traditional techniques
of couture and to
understand the French
design mentality

Talisa Tarantino with milliner Jean Tritz in Paris.
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Paris Fashion Week, while drinking in the
fashion sensibilities of day-to-day Parisian
culture. She was able to explore the world
of haute couture with the practical realities
of the contemporary fashion industry.
Talisa broadened her knowledge and
understanding along with her skills and
contacts, something invaluable in such a
creative and competitive field. Reflecting
on her experience Talisa remarked, ‘My
time in Paris has enriched my perspective
as a designer and a person.’ Talisa’s next
step was to move on to London and a
graduate trainee position with revered
design house Alexander McQueen. She
tells us she is looking forward to building on
her international experience to benefit the
Australian design industry.

Emily Ranford at Space/Time Berlin State Festival. Photography by Schall and Schnabel Photography.

Dance

Emily Ranford
$7,000
Interdisciplinary performance residency
at conVERGE, Stolzenhagen, Germany;
creative development with Marten
Spangberg, France; workshops at La
Raffinerie and Danscentrum Jette, Brussels,
Belgium; Winter Update Meeting and
residency with Performance Arts Forum,
St Erme, France.
19 September–15 January 2015
Aiming to ‘develop strong artistic
relationships in a creative network
outside of Australia’, Emily Ranford
travelled to Europe to pursue a number
of performance residencies. Emily is
passionate about learning from other
choreography practices, and maintaining
and preserving artistic integrity. She
tells us that a personal highlight of the
experience was the invitation to Prague
from choreographer Rasmus Olme where
Emily became a key participant in his work
Swarming. She was also able to reconnect
with mentor and respected choreographer
Marten Spangberg in France. Emily worked
to deepen her connections and engage in
the vibrant European dance community.

Numerous workshops, along with
residencies in Stolzenhagen, Germany and
St Emme, France all contributed to ‘kick
starting something in me creatively,’ Emily
said. The tour culminated in an invitation
to present her solo work Omni at Ada
Studio Nah Dran in Berlin. Emily spent
the remainder of the European summer

in Berlin expanding her experiences,
opportunities and choreographic practice
as an independent artist. She plans to share
her experience through workshops and
projects such as The Melbourne Fringe
Festival, to help inspire others and foster
a sense of community in the Australian
dance industry.

Dancer Emily Ranford. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Media

Shelly Lauman
$7,000
Completion of a Master of Fine Arts
in Film Directing at the American Film
Institute, Los Angeles, California, USA
January – June 2015
With the assistance of the grant, aspiring
film-maker Shelly Lauman was able to realise
her goal and finish the final semester of study
in her Master’s degree in Fine Arts (Film
Directing). This included an impressive feat
of directing seven short films in two years
and establishing her portfolio of work. The
portfolio included her thesis film Women
Outside, a major production that required
raising $65,000 and working within a rigid
structure designed to emulate the realities
of the Hollywood studio system. The
program at AFI is rigorous and challenging,
encouraging students to develop their
own individual creative voice, develop
connections with the industry and gather
a group of creative collaborators around
them. The American Film Institute alumni
hold great prestige in the industry: as a
graduate Shelly joins this community and
should benefit from this network in future
years. Shelly says the course was an intense
and immersive experience where the learning
was constant. ‘I don’t know if I have ever been
more pushed, or experienced more growth in
such a short period of time. The confidence
gained in going through a program like this
has been enormously rewarding,’ she said.
Shelly is now writing her first feature film.

Shelly Lauman on location
in downtown Los Angeles.
Photography by Arkasha
Stevenson.
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Joel Cerdor testing the sound of the Guqin at Zhen’s Studio,Taipei.

Music

Joel Cerdor
$4,300
Master classes with Zhen DeXuan in
Guqin performance and construction
in Taipei Taiwan.
10 January –1 April 2015
Joel travelled to Taipei to develop his skill
and expand his repertoire in the Guqin,
an ancient Chinese stringed instrument.
Undertaking research, workshops and
private classes provided Joel with a unique
experience and insight into a fascinating
instrument and tradition. During his stay
he also learnt how to craft a Guqin, an
experience he says has provided him with
a greater understanding of acoustics and
how traditional Chinese lacquering and
wood crafting play a big part in the sound
of the instrument. This understanding
has enhanced his composition and
playing skills, as well as his knowledge of
acoustics and sound design. The master
classes provided a deeper understanding of
Chinese music and culture, something that
would have been impossible to attain in
Australia. He also developed connections
with other Guqin artists and gained a
greater understanding of Chinese culture

and language, opening doors for possible
work and career growth in Asia. ‘As an
Australian, I have been able to compare
my perspectives with local Taiwanese on
culture, identity and sound in relation
to the Guqin,’ he reports. Joel is looking

forward to traveling to Beijing to take up
an invitation to play alongside Wang Peng,
the most famous Guqin maker in mainland
China. He will stay in Taiwan to further
document the Guqin project through film
and photography.

Joel Cerdor carving out the underside of the Guqin at Zhen’s Studio.
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Owen Leong, art residency at Swatch Art Peace Hotel, Shanghai.

Visual Art

Owen Leong
$7,000
Structured residency at Swatch Art
Peace Hotel, Shanghai, China
1 March – 31 May 2015

residency Owen says he was constantly
inspired and experimented with new
ideas and materials. Whilst in Shanghai
he worked on sketches, photographic
documentation, sculptural prototypes,
and finished several pieces of work. Owen
reflects that the residency ‘broadened my

Owen Leong is a highly talented visual
artist who is building a strong profile with
his photographs, sculptures and installations
that investigate gender and cultural identity
using the body as a site for political, social,
and historical connections. During this trip
to Shanghai, Owen undertook a prestigious
residency that provided him with an
opportunity to engage further with his
personal heritage and its impact on his art.
His objectives were to investigate China’s
tradition of body art and performance,
and to build his professional networks.
Owen immersed himself in Chinese
culture and history whilst gaining exposure
to the exciting contemporary art scene
in Shanghai. The grant gave him the
opportunity to undergo an intense period
of creative development and production.
It didn’t take long for Owen to realise the
importance of communicating in Mandarin
and he took up language lessons to help
with basic conversation. Throughout the

Owen Leong, art residency at Swatch Art Peace Hotel
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artistic vision and challenged me to think
more ambitiously about what I can achieve
in my own arts practice in Australia’. Owen
is now producing a major new body of work
for solo exhibitions in both Sydney and
Melbourne in 2016.

Performing Arts

Alexandra Kennedy–Scott
$6,400
SITI Conservatory Laboratory,
New York, USA
8 September – 3 November 2014
After receiving a grant from The Ian Potter
Cultural Trust in 2013, Ali Kennedy–Scott
has taken a second opportunity to further
her career with the SITI Company, a
contemporary theatre company in New
York City. Ali was selected as one of 20
students to undertake a Conservatory
Laboratory for three months from
September 2014. This program continues
the work of the first program that Ali
undertook, with the aim of advancing her
acting skills in the creation of a new work
and how to market that work in New York
City and other international contexts.
Ali reports that her experience at SITI
Company exceeded her expectations
through greater confidence, skills,
collaborations and interests in new aspects
of theatre and most excitingly, an invitation
to join their board of directors, a position
she will hold for a two year term. Ali plans to
launch an Australian theatre company and
continue performing to take her work to
the next level.
‘This experience has changed my life in so
many ways. The skills, friendships, networks,
experiences and opportunities that have
arisen are second to none,’ reports Ali.
‘But perhaps even more, the shift in my
perspective of what is possible, the size
of my dreams, and my determination to
use these skills to make positive change
in the world, is the greatest impact of this
experience.’

(Above) Alexandra KennedyScott at SITI Conservatory
Laboratory, New York. Photo
courtesy of the artist.
(Below) Alexandra KennedyScott. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Rebecca Reid - Anti Contemporary Art Festival 2015. Photography by Pekka Makinen.

Community Arts

Rebecca Reid
$7,000
To undertake professional development in
community based arts practices with the
ANTI Contemporary Arts Festival,
Kuopio Finland
2 August–11 September 2015
Rebecca is a performer whose practice
is dedicated to people, place and the role
of art in our society, with a specific focus
on site-specific and inclusive community
arts. She is an active participant in the
Melbourne arts community working in
creative roles at the City of Melbourne,
Footscray Community Arts Centre and
the Next Wave Festival. Rebecca was
keen to gain international experience to
further her knowledge and develop her
skills. The opportunity to travel to Finland
for the ANTI Contemporary Arts Festival
offered her professional development
in community based arts practices, the
chance to hone specific skills and place
her artistic practice in a global context. In
addition to participating in the Festival,
Rebecca was given the unique mentoring
opportunity of shadowing the Artistic
Director. Rebecca found that she was
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able to apply her skills in community
engagement and production, and says the
international experience has been critical
in helping her to hone her craft as a maker,
performer and producer of contemporary
arts practice that focuses on community

engagement and participation. Rebecca
reports that she has a number of
promising potential projects as a result of
her international experience and back home
in Australia, it has boosted her confidence
and the interest of others in her work.

Fun Run by All The Queen Men - Anti Contemporary Art Festival 2015. Photography by Pekka Makinen.

G RA N TEES
2013–14
Congratulations to
all recipients of grants
from The Ian Potter
Cultural Trust this year.
Further details about
their projects and
destinations can be
found in the grants
database on our
website.
ianpottercultural
trust.org.au
Theatre performer Randa Sayed. Photo courtesy of the artist.

Community Arts
Rebecca Reid

Design
$7000

Dance

Hannah Canham

$7000

Christina Logan-Bell

$6600

Talisa Trantino

$6500

Benjamin Landau

$3500

Amber Haines

$7000

Kyle Page

$7000

Emily Ranford

$7000

Media

Matthew Day

$7000

Celeste Geer

$7000

Chloe Chignell

$6743

Kate Lefoe

$7000

Frankie Snowdon

$4400

Tessa Dowdell

$7000

Hannah Timbrell

$7000

Shelly Lauman

$7000

Rebecca Jensen

$7000

Atlanta Eke

$3940

Alice Heyward

$7000

Daniel Jaber

$7000

Melissa Jones

$7000
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Musician Lisa Illean. Photography by Cathy Pyle.

Music
Rebecca Gulinello

$7000

Jack Schiller

$7000

Katherine Philp

$2000

Jeremy So

$7000

Latham Horn

$7000

Raymond Shon

$5228

Hannah Dahlenburg

$7000

Leah Barclay

$7000

Hank Xiang

$7000

Claire Linquist

$7000

Liam Flenady

$6600

Ryan Williams

$7000

Tabatha McFadyen

$6500

Joel Cerdor

$4300

Alexander Morris

$7000

William Gardiner

$5000

Timothy Tate

$7000

Helen Sherman

$6500

Lathika Vithanage

$7000

Nicholas Buc

$3000

Samuel Gillies

$7000

Natalie Dietz

$5000

Sebastian Dunn

$7000

Lisa Illean

$7000

Hannah Reardon-Smith

$7000

Janet Todd

$7000

Simone Maurer

$7000

Peter Clark

$5671

Claudia Cox

$7000
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Dancer Frankie Snowdon, Ponderosa. Photo courtesy of the artist.

Dancer Amber Haines. Photography by Kyle Page.

Performing Arts

Visual Arts

Ali Kennedy Scott

$6400

Sam Smith

$7000

Danielle Maas

$7000

Katie Turnbull

$7000

Lachlan Woods

$4900

Owen Leong

$7000

Jesse Rasmussen

$7000

Laura Carthew

$5000

Alex Desebrock

$4555

Leila Morrissey

$6000

Genevieve Giuffre

$5500

Heidi Yardley

$4600

Luke Stoker

$6000

Angelica Harris-Faull

$6000

Penelope Harpham

$7000

Camilla Tadich

$7000

Zoey Dawson

$6000

Danielle Freakley

$6600

Lloyd Allison-Young

$7000

Heidi Strachan

$3000

Bridget Balodis

$7000

Isabelle Sully

$7000

Bronwyn Batten

$5500

Jemila MacEwan

$7000

Melissa Chambers

$7000

Nicholas Jones

$6000

Benita de Wit

$7000

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran

$4586

Eden Gale

$7000

Yandell Walton

$5000

Aime Neeme

$7000

Katherine Fries

$6000

Matthew Prest

$5000

Susan Gibb

$7000

Senie Jaz Priti

$7000

Christiane Keys-Statham

$7000

Randa Sayed

$7000

Alasdair McLuckie

$7000

Louris van de Geer

$7000

Jacqui Shelton

$7000

Musician Alexander Morris
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Work-in-progress still from Daniel Crooks’ forthcoming Moving Image Commission.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Performance artist and director, Jesse Rasmussen.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
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The Ian Potter Cultural Trust
Level 3, 111 Collins St
Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia
03 9650 3188
CULTURALTRUST@ianpotter.org.au
ABN 65 807 851 867

